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Abstract
Cohen Erik â€œT he Impact of T ourism on the Physical Environmentâ€, Annals of
Tourism Research, Vol. V, No. 2, April/June 1978, pp. 215â€“237. While moderate and
well-distributed tourism may help to upkeep attractions and preserve the environment,
tourism as a mass industry poses new environmental risks. T his paper is a first attempt
to assess systematically the environmental impact of tourism and to spell out the
principal factors on which this impact depends: the intensity of tourist site-use, the
resiliency of the eco-system, the time perspective of the developers and the
transformational character of touristic developments. T he environmental dynamics of
the tourist ecological sub-system are shown to consist of a constant expansion at the
margins and intensification at the mature core, leading to the creation of
â€œcontrivedâ€ attractions both at the core (as â€œnaturalâ€ attractions decline) and
the margins (to supplement meager â€œnaturalâ€ attractions as tourism expands into
less attractive regions). T wo major types of measures for environmental protection are

discussed: those protecting the environment for tourism and those protecting it from
tourism. T he need for the second type of measures is emphasized, particularly in
developing countries, which face greater environmental risks from tourism than the
developed ones.
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